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Kits are manufactured on-demand at time of order. See: Shipping Lead Times. We've been
listening to lots of feedback and have now created a version that is painted with an interior trim
color matched satin silver and produced as a Plastic Injection Molded face plate. MK2 provides
additional design updates complete with a sturdy magnetic face plate that allows for easy
access to the tablet installed in your dashboard. This tablet is not included in the kit. We've
pulled together a video to show the step-by-step process of installing the MK1 Brainiac plastics
into your Z which is no more difficult than performing an aftermarket stereo installation.
Workshop 12 aims to tackle the most important items such as easy screen navigtion and media
control. Tailor your system's experience the way you want through multiple settings and
expand your vehicle's integration with Brainiac accessory support. The MK1. Create an
incredible Have a question? Please ask us! Supported Tablets. Layer the OEM pieces of your
dashboard together with the Brainiac plastics for an incredible fit! A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The iconic Nissan z Z33 came from the factory with the perfect formula; rear
wheel drive, front engined and a generous sized engine. Rare for anything built in the last few
decades! When we look at handling, typically we consider this anything to do with your
suspension and brakes. Do know this is open to interpretation though, as your brakes, wheels
and tires will also affect how your car grips the road. We will cover those other components
later on in this list of modifications. Lowering their suspension is one of the first z mods most
owners will make. Though the z sits well from factory, it can still ride a little high for spirited
driving. There are many pros and cons when comparing lowering springs vs coilovers ,
however the main take away is that by lowering your car, it sits flatter through the corners,
meaning less body roll and, to a point more grip. For more on this topic, check out our guide to
z lowering springs. Coilover suspension is a popular suspension upgrade among owners
looking to improve the handling of their car. Some owners first make this modification to
improve the look of their car, but soon learn that they can provide both improved handling
without sacrificing comfort, thanks to their correctly matched shock valving and spring rates.
For a more in depth look at coilovers for your z, take a look at our guide to the best z coilovers.
Air suspension allows you to lower your car further than most coilovers, sometimes all the way
to the ground. But unlike coilovers which need to be manually adjusted for height, air
suspension can be raised for driving over speed humps or up difficult driveways. OEM Z33
sway bars are a hollow construction, and typically of 7mm or 5mm thickness. A strut bar adds
increased stiffness of your chassis between the strut towers of your car, which can flex during
heavy cornering. Some owners will remove their OEM strut bar for street use as you are unlikely
to feel the benefits, while others are forced to upgrade due to aftermarket engine modifications
like the plenum spacer we discuss below requiring more room. That said, some of the
aftermarket units look amazing, so they may be worth it for the bling factor alone. These
aftermarket suspension arms allow you to either reduce your camber to save your tires from
wearing quickly , or increase your camber to improve track performance, or stop your tires from
scrubbing when lowered aggressively. Control arms connect the suspension of your z to the

chassis. Usually aftermarket control arms are used in situations where suspension angles are
very extreme, and all other methods of adjustment have been maxed out. Do note in this section
that some lucky Nissan z owners have Brembo calipers from factory. Even then, the OEM z
Brembos are probably more than enough for those heading to club events. A common
complaint of z owners is how dusty their brakes are. As your pads wear down, your wheels will
be covered with this material. The best brake pads for a street-driven z are probably ceramic, as
they are a good combination of durability, grip, and resistance to brake fade. A common
misconception of aftermarket rotors is that they will improve stopping power. On the street,
most owners of aftermarket brake rotors will notice an improvement in the life of their pads, but
no additional power. For those in need of a modest upgrade, we strongly recommend looking at
the factory upgraded 4-pot Brembos found on some models of Nissan z. An alternate option
that is still affordable is the Akebono big brake kit. Of course, the sky is the limit, and there are
some huge brake kits out there for the Nissan z. In the end it depends on your need and goals.
For this reason we recommend buying a pre-made kit. Often forgotten as a potential upgrade,
bad brake fluid can make any pad and rotor upgrade a waste of time. Brake fluid sucks in
moisture, meaning over time it will contain water. Water boils at a lower temperature than brake
fluid, meaning even street driving can cause it to boil, leaving you with the feeling of brakes that
fade very easily. It is also more difficult to flush your brake system with. Where DOT 3 and 4 can
mix together a little, DOT 5 really does need all of the previous fluid out of your braking system.
This size is generally the best combination of looks and handling. Some show cars will run
larger of course. From the factory, they came with the following wheel sizes :. Of course, we
strongly recommend doing your research first before buying wheels to fit your fenders, as there
are a lot of variables involved in getting a great fitting wheel. Your Nissan z is no slouch! As
your VQ engine is non turbo naturally aspirated , you need to keep the air going into the engine
as cool as possible to squeeze more performance out of your car. If you want your engine bay
to look unique however, and hunt for those extra horsepower, there are some high quality units
available from:. A popular mod to help your car breathe more easily is to install a plenum
spacer. The OEM exhaust system on your z is designed to keep your neighbours happy and
meet emissions standards. Similar to wheels, this is a very personal purchase, as some owners
are looking for maximum noise and performance on a budget, while others want the best
looking and sounding system available. For the price of purchase and install though, you need
to be devoted to keeping your car naturally aspirated. Opting for a turbo kit forced induction is
going to provide better bang for buck. Taking the time to upgrade your catalytic converter to
something that flows a lot better is well worth it. Fines for not doing so are usually steep. A
good high flow cat will help your car to get rid of exhaust gas faster, and also make your
exhaust louder. This video helps to explain the difference. Illegal for street use just about
everywhere, test pipes are a very cheap and simple way to improve the performance and
increase the noise of your Z You have loads of options to buy test pipes for your Nissan z ,
check out the options from:. Nissan z remap power gains only come when other changes to the
car have been made â€” such as an exhaust, intake, injectors, camshaft or other engine mods.
Most units will allow for speed and rev limit removal, however some will include more advanced
features such as launch control, EGR removal, catalytic converter delete and, for those running
a turbo kit, anti-lag. But unlike naturally aspirated modifications such as camshaft upgrades,
forced induction gets worthwhile results. Of course, your z mod list may be different to the
norm. Some will perform exterior mods before anything else as they are affordable, while others
want to get their brakes performing well first. However you choose to modify your z, enjoy the
process. The Z33 is an amazing car and one that responds well to upgrades. Ive got the
akebono brakes steel braded lines full suspension intake full exhaust tune short throw shifter
and stage 1 clutch and light weight flywheel and wheels and tires handles like its on rails. But
still not as quick as it looks or sounds. Turbo is a must to make good power on these cars, thats
next on my mod list to be installed. You are right, Vincent. While performance gains can be
made they are never impressive at all without forced induction. The good thing is, these engines
were just about built for turbos and handle the extra power with ease. Thanks very helpful I have
a HR with wheels and exhaust upgrades only. Can the HR stock motor handle forced induction
without damage? What do you recommend over Supercharger or Turbo? They are quite strong
engines David. Im thinking about getting a Z, if I get some or most of the non engine mods do
you think that is a good car for a starter that has some good speed and other things. Also I
would add a intake. Your email address will not be published. Up next. Share article The post
has been shared by people. Facebook Twitter 0. Pinterest 0. Mail 0. The good news is,
aftermarket parts are plentiful for you to upgrade your z suspension. For some, suspension
mods are all about form over function. Lowering Springs Lowering their suspension is one of
the first z mods most owners will make. Coilovers Coilover suspension is a popular suspension

upgrade among owners looking to improve the handling of their car. Air Suspension z owners
looking to aggressively lower their car for shows while still allowing for a suitable ride height for
day to day driving will often choose air suspension. Not only does an upgraded swaybar
improve handling, most units like this one from Sikky Manufacturing adds some color to the
underside of your car. Luckily for Z33 owners, strut bars come standard on most models. A
Tanabe Sustec z Strut Bar That said, som
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e of the aftermarket units look amazing, so they may be worth it for the bling factor alone.
Aftermarket Control Arms Control arms connect the suspension of your z to the chassis. Two
common examples are for a car that: is aggressively lowered, like a bagged show car, or needs
increased steering lock, like a drift build Z Aftermarket units will typically be a semi-metallic,
full-metallic, or ceramic brake pad. Typically ceramic pads are very quiet, and dust is usually
better than the OEM composite pads. Uprated Brake Fluid Flush Often forgotten as a potential
upgrade, bad brake fluid can make any pad and rotor upgrade a waste of time. Nissan z with
flush wheel fitment Of course, we strongly recommend doing your research first before buying
wheels to fit your fenders, as there are a lot of variables involved in getting a great fitting wheel.
Great write up! Your article is the most comprehensive of than all. Well done! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

